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"Visions" To
Company
Sarah Kotchen
News writer
The College of Wooster Dance
Company, tinder the direction of Kim
Tritt, will present its fall dance concert,
"Visions", in Freedlander Theater
November 20-2-2. The concert will
begin at 8: IS pjn. nightly.
"A choreographer has to search
internally to how he or she feels about
choreographing, and must translate that
insight through movement into another
person's body. It is the ultimate risk.
The choreographer is naked, and grants
the audience permission to.Judge
emotionally and intellectually how
well he or she has analyzed the dancers'
capabilities and if the piece retains
integrity, responsibility and value."
Jablonski To
Past, Present
Distinguished paleontologist and
associate professor of geophysical
science at the University of Chicago,
David Jablonski. will address the 1986
Wooster Forum November 20 at 7:30
p.m., in McGaw Chapel on The
College of Wooster campus.
Jablonski will speak on
"Extinctions Past, Present and Future:
A Paleontological Perspective on the
Sinking Art."
The lecture is free of charge to the
public.
Jablonski specializes in research
concerning Cretaceous mollusks and
the theory of mass extinction. In a
Be Performed By College of Wooster's Dance
The "Visions" concert combines
seven modem dance pieces performed
by various combinations of 22 student
.dancers. Acclaimed choreographers
Gladys Bailin and Dana Dodge Koppert
highlight this year's dance production.
Bailin, director of the dance program at
Ohio University, has been
choreographing dance for more than 30
years and has danced professionally
with the Alwin Nikolais Dance
Company in New York City. She has
also performed with the Murray Louis
Dance company. Bailin recently
received . the Ohio University's
distinguished professor award for 1986.
For the Wooster concert, Bailin has
choreographed a piece titled.
Speak On "Extinctions
And Future N--s
recent article in "Science" magazine
Jablonski proposed a new theory on the
differences between normal or
"backround" extinction forces and the
mass extinction that punctuate the
earth's history. Jablonski says that
adaptive traits that enhance survival and
diversification of species during times
of backround extinction are dissimiliar
from those traits that increase the
chances of survival during mass
extinctions.
Says Mark Wilson, professor of
geology at Wooster, "Jablonski has
found that normal or "backround'
extinctions differ qualitatively from
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November 20-2-2 In Freedlander Theatre
"Newspapers," which she says, "is a
dance of flying newspapers, of various
images I have teen over the years
around New York City."
Koppert is artistic director of the
Main Street Dance Company based in
Loudonville. A guest artist with the
Wooster dance company the past three
years, she was recently awarded a grant
from the Hugo Young Foundation and
Ohio Arts Council to teach movement
in the area public schools. Koppert
has choreographed a solo piece for
Tritt. which will be accompanied by
rhythm and blues music from the
1930's and 40's. Says Tritt, "The
dancers are so much better off, because
mass extinctions, because only the
latter may have a catastrophic basis.
This theory of qualitative differences
between normal extinctions and mass
extinctions could inspire a new view of
the evolutionary forces that shape life."
Wilson adds, "Jablonski's research is
important in that it helps shatter the
notion that extinctions are negative
phenomena. Extinctions all new
organisms to evolve and take over the
abandoned ecological niches."
Jablonski was assistant professor in
the department of ecology and
evolutionary biology at the University
of Arizona before accepting a position
in the University of Chicago's
department of geophysical science in
1985.
Jablonski received his doctorate in
geology from Yale in 1979. He was an
associate editor of the journal
"Evolution" from 1984-8- 6. Currently,
he is an associate editor of the journal
"Paleobiology." In addition, he was
Wooster's Osgood Memorial Lecturer
in 1984. The author of numerous
articles and papers, Jablonski recently
received a grant from The Petroleum
Research Fund and The American
Continued on page 5
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of Dana. She views movement and
thinks about dance in different ways
than I do."
Tritt has choreographed a piece that
will be performed by Noriko Wada,
Sherry Klonk, and Lisa Fowerbaugh to
the contemporary classical music of
Philip Glass.
Other pieces for the "Visions"
concert are choreographed by Wooster
students: seniors Klonk and Wada, and
juniors Fowerbaugh and Cindi Cas tell.
The pieces will be accompanied by a
variety of rock, jazz . and new wave
music that augments the artistic
expression, motion, and movement.
Tanenbaum To Give
Guitar Recital at
Wooster
By News Services
Classical guitarist David
Tanenbaum whose work has been
described by the critic of "The New
Yorker" as "aristocratic, wonderfully
vivid, eloquent and technically
accomplished," and by other critics as
"superb" and "the pinnacle of flawless .
playing"-- will perform at Mackey Hall
on Sunday, November 16, at 4 pjiu.
Hailed by New York Times critic.
Alan Hughes, as "a master (who)
played a distinguished program,"
Tanenbaum gave his first public
concert at sixteen. His guitar studies
began with Rolando Valdes-Blai- n in
New York, and continued at the
Peabody Conservatory, in Baltimore
with Aaron Shearer, who commented:
"Young Tanenbaum is one of the most
expressive artists around today."
Tanenbaum has won major prizes
in guitar competitions throughout the
world, including the 1977 Carmel
Costumes for the performance have
been designed by Kim Vaughn. Dale
Seeds is the lighting technician. Both
are members of Wooster's theater
faculty.
(
"It is important to remember that
each individual piece is choreographed
with a separate vision, idea, and
feeling. Dance is concerned with form
and structure, and one can't just put a
bunch of movements together and call
it a dance. The movements must make
a phrase, the phrase a whole dance",
stated Tritt. She adds. This concert is
an exploration of dance as an art form,
and we hope that our audience will
Continued on page 3
Class Guitar festival Competition and
the International Guitar '78
Competition in Toronto. A recipient
of grants from the Martha Baird
Rockefeller Foundation and the
Intranational Institute of Education, he
was selected by Andres Segovia to
participate in Segovia's 1982 mater
classes taped by PBS. He also has
appeared on CBS.
. He has been a soloist with the
Chicago Symphony and the San
Francisco Symphony orchestras, and
with the Jeffrey Ballet during its
well--received tour of the Soviet Union.
He was named young artist of 1983 by
Musical America and High Fidelity
Magazine. As a tribute to his artistry,
more than 20 new guitar works have
been dedicated to him.
In addition to maintaining a busy
performance schedule, Tanenbaum is a
faculty member at the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music
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Reagan and the World
A Look At Conservative
Rhetoric In The World Of
Terrorism.
By David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chie-f. The Wooster Voice
Dxvid Dean, Editor-in-Chi- ef
Edward Eberhart, Associate Editor
Peter Westerman. Associate Editor
Jeff Lietzke, Business Manager
Chris S hilts. Sports Editor
Kate Wolfe, Layout Editor
Ida Williams, Circulation Manager
David Albin, Copy Editor
The support of countries that "export" terrorism throughout the "civilized"
world has become a sore spot for the Reagan administration. Fire and brimstone
combined with strong anti-terror- ist rhetoric have made the Reagan administration
long for the days when "gunboat" diplomacy was seen as an extension of
manifest destiny. To patrol the world, to maintain democratic principles, and to
keep the Soviet Union at bay have been the lifeline of an administration that
lacks concrete consistency.
Last week Hie Daily Record (Sunday, November 9) reported that a deal
between the Iranian government and the U.S. was reached when Ali Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani, a member of the menacing Ay atoll ah Khomeini cabinent,
won the release of 39 American hostages aboard the hijacked TWA jetliner in
June of 198S. The success of Rafsanjani, however, had a price tag attached. For
services rendered the U.S. agreed to lift its ban on military equipment sold to
Iran, a position the U.S. demanded the rest of the "civilized " community
uphold.
Interestingly enough, the sale of military equipment also prompted the release of
three of the six American hostages held in Lebanon.
The outcome of this change of venue has resulted in confusion among the
state department officials as to just what stance the Reagan administration has
taken and it has also infuriated U.S. allies who agreed to cut their sales of arms
to Iran.
Unfortunately this is not the only case of national policy contradiction in the
Reagan administration. What this is, however, is the inability of the Reagan
administration to deal with terrorism.
If Reagan truly aspires to be the leader against worldwide terrorism how does
he justify supporting such terrorist groups as the Contras, or religious factions
in Iran? How does Reagan stand before the European community and preach the
ills of association with terrorists while covertly funding such fundamentalist
groups in the Middle East?
The Reagan administration realized a long time ago that it was not the
inefficiency of the Carter administration that stalled the release of the American
hostages in Iran, but, rather, that terrorism cannot be fought with harsh rhetoric
or moral crusades. Terrorism is fought with terrorism or the threat of eventual
terror. Supplying Iran with the necessary arms to continue their religious war
with Iraq was a slam against Syria, who supports Iraq. The Reagan
administration has no concrete policy to deal with terrorism just as the Reagan
administration had nothing to do with the release of the 52 American hostages in
Iran.
The only thing the Reagan administration has successfully done is to infuriate
the rest of world by flexing his inconsistent policy with hypocrisy. Action
without moral muscle is action best not attempted.
Letters to
the Editor
Dear Editor,
After reading your Editorial on
Kurt Vonnegut, I felt that, as a
Christian, I needed to respond to some
of the points you brought up. First of
all, I agree with you that Christ . .
preached that love and acceptance were
fundamental for a unified community in
His name." This is very true, but I get
the impression that you think that this
ought to include accepting such things
as homosexual lifestyle of a .
pro-aborti- on stance. Would Jesus i
Christ condone such things? I am j
inclined to say no. I am certainly not a'
believer in discrimination against the
homosexual, but from a Biblical
standpoint (Romans 1:26-27- ), the
homosexual lifestyle is condemned as
un-Christi- an jand perverted, and therfore
the Church must not condone such a
lifestyle. As for abortion, I highly
doubt whether Jesus would not greatly
condemn the incredible cheapening of
human life which has resulted from the
holocaust by which hundreds of unborn
children are "exterminated" daily in
abortion chambers. As a sidenote, I
would like to say that, as much as
Jerry Falwell and I don't get along on
certain points, I admire him for what he
has done as a result of his stance on
abortion. He has founded many homes
across the country which are designed
to care for women with unwanted
pregnancies, to offer them support,
physical care and (if memory serves
correctly), educational opportunities
during their stay. This is the kind of
Christian outreach which is needed
more; one which does not compromise
Christian ethics, but which at the
same time, reaches out to those in
need.
Jesus Christ loves the sinner (a
category we all fall under), but hates
sin, and as professing followers of
Christ we are called to do the same.
He told His followers mat they ought
to strive to follow die "narrow way,"
and indeed, He claimed to be the only
way to God. This is why we as
Christians are often Ugged as
"narrow-minded-
." Yet. while Jesus is
the only way. His free gift of eternal
life is open to all. Indeed, form a
Biblical standpoint, hitler could have
been forgiven of his crimes had he
placed his faith in Christ and repented.
The Christian God is a gracious and
accepting God, but he will only accept
those who accept His Son.
Jesus warned His followers that
the world would hate them because of
His name and falsely accuse them of
many things. Many Christians
(myself included) need to be less
pauii'Liv UIU UUW 1UUW1I JillA t
Christ-lik-e love. However, it would be
a very unloving and un-Christi- an thing
for the Church to condone things that
Christ would have or has already
condemned. If we are hated because of
our stance on certain issues, then so be
it. To conclude, I would like to say
that I don't think that Jesus would be a
welcome visitor at a Church following
the Editor's guidelines.
Geoffery Willour
Dear Editor,
The respondent to the Vonnegut
lecture whom you quoted in last week's
editorial stated that Vonnegut's writing
had done more for him than any .
congregation ever had. The accusation
against the Christian congregations'
are, for the most part, quite accurate,
but perhaps the first thing that anyone
should do before going to church is to
forgive the people there for the sin of
their failure to reach out. Furthermore,
you have to accept the reality mat the
weekly churchgoers are just as unsure
and scared and human as you inside.
Christianity has not lived for 2000
years just because Mr. and Mrs.
Family have gone to church every
Sunday but rather because the perfect
faith of a few wen-know- n people and a
lot of everyday people like ourselves
has been its bread and bream. -
If you go to church on Sunday
expecting for the entire congregation to
hug and greet you warmly, it isn't
going to happen. A person's faith may
be perfect, but the practice of mat faim
will never be perfect because our
COUEGt PRESS SRVC
inherent human imperfection will
always get in the way. We can
improve the practice of our faith, but
we will never be perfect.
Believing in an institution's ability
to be completely truthful and pragmatic
puts the believer on a collision course
with reality. In order to acheive it's
goals, which may be purely motivated,
the institution may have to rely on
methods which are directly opposed to
its fundamental beliefs ( the crusades for
example).
Christ preached love and acceptance,
this is true, but acceptance does not
mean approval. Christ cam to fulfill
the law, not to change it. All of the
commandments given to the Jews from
God are still in effect today. Christ
loves and accepts the person of who we
are. However, he does not approve of
the way we treat each other. How could
he and at the same time remain faithful
to God's purpose for him?
Unfortunately, we ourselves as a
product if what we have done, and it is
very difficult to see our actions
separately from the rest of our self. But
Christ sees us as who we can be. He
sees the potential in all of us and wants
us to know the power and glory of
God.
Build your faith on the foundation of
the truth which Christ preached about
himself, his Father in heaven, and the
ominpresent Holy Ghost Such a faith
will weather the most brutal storms. --
Faith built on the sands of an
institution will fail you miserably.
With Love In Christ,
Charles Hall
C-17- 58
Dear Editor.
I would like to comment about a
suggestion put forward by Paul Savage
in his article " Paul's Corner" in last
week's Wooster Voice issue. The
suggestion was mis: "President Reagan
should come out and admit mat we are
at "WAR with Nicaragua, fighting the
Contras." I think I understand why the
President is so reluctant to make such
a statement The problems hangs on
the word "war," --which Mr. Savage
has wisely enclosed in quotation
marks.
One must be aware mat war has not
been officially declared by me United
Continued on page 5
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To the Editor.
This is an open letter which I would
like to address mainly to the Black
Students' Association. I have decided
to send it to the Voice because I dunk
it very important that the College
community-at-larg-e should be able to
know what I have to say; ultimately, it
concerns all of us.
My letter concerns a letter in the first
issue of Harambee Speaks, which was
distributed on November 5. For those
who don't know. Harambee Speaks is
the literary arts magazine for the black
community at The College of Wooster.
There is a section, new mis year, in the
publication wherein students can write
and ask questions on subjects and
issues; the style is much like the "Dear
Abbey" column in the newspapers. A
student, known only as "Color Blind",
sent in the following letter and received
the following response:
Q: I'm scared. I am a black student
' and I know this but I've attended White
institutions all my life and come from
a very affluent White neighborhood. I
V sometimes can't believe that I am
. Black because I see myself in the
future as White with a White spouse.
Do I have a Problem?
Color Blind
A: Yes you do have a problem. A
very serious one. You are Black and
you must come to terms with the fact
, that you will never be White. No
matter how hard you try to hang with
- the crowd the bottom line is that you
are Black and that is how your White
associates will view you no matter
how close you are. There is a limit to
- how far Blacks can go in this White
- world. If you go to far you are sure to
get burned. We can't see you to tell
what beautiful shade of brown you are
. but even the fairest Black is just
another Black or"nigger" in the eyes of
the White. Because you have been
constantly surrounded all your life by
Whites you probably have never been
able to focus in on your Blackness and
you true identity. It would benefit you
to go out and learn what it really
means, to be Black in this world. Learn
about all the positive aspects to your
people. Take a good long look in the
mirror - you will never be White, men
again why would you want to? When
you come to know how beautiful it is
to be Black, like we know you win
never see yourself as a White again!
&MA9U0RAlAtl
This is, without a doubt, one of the
most racist statements I have heard in
the seven semesters mat I have been a
student at this institution. The
College of Wooster policy plainly
states in The Scot's Key that the
College "does not discriminate on the
basis of sex, race, creed, national
origin, or handicap in admission of
students or their participation in
College educational programs,
activities, financial aid or
employment" In addition to this, it
says on pages 35-3- 8 mat the College
will not tolerate sexism, racism, or
discrimination of any other kind on its
campus, form students, faculty, or
members of the administration. For
purposes of clarity, racism is defined in
Webster's Dictionary being "the belief,
not substantiated scientifically, that
each human race is characterized by
distinctive attributes which determine
behaviors and capacities, and that a
particular race is inherently superior; a
social or political policy based upon
this notion."
White racism is irresponsible and
intolerable in any form, it is in
addition unbelievably ignorant and
cruel when it comes from within the
race in question. Comments such as
"there is a limit to how far Blacks can
go in this White world" and "even the
fairest Black is just another Black or
nigger' in the eyes of the White" are
not constructive. Instead of being
encouraged to strive for greatness in
anything. Color Blind" is beaten down
by so-call- ed "brothers and sisters", and
is told mat such striving would only be
futile, because "the white man" wants
it mat way. This is the sort of attitude
against which Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., campaigned in the civil rights
movement of the 1960s.
'Color Blind' is told repeatedly to
"focus in on your Blackness and your
true identity" and to "go out and learr
what it really means to be Black in this
White world". Well, what exactly is
true identity? What does it mean to be
black in this world? Does it mean
becoming suspicious of every
fairskinned person who offers
friendship or even common courtesy?
Does it mean holding grudges against
an entire race for the nanowmindednes-o- f
a percentage of that race? I realize
that I am being sarcastic and overly
simplistic, but this is the kind of
action for which the students who
collaborated on the reply to "Color
Blind's question seem to be calling.
WfclT0FFTV.
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L too, grew up in a predominantly
white neighborhood. I attended a
predominantly white school for twelve
years. I just don't view my being a
black person in this environment as a
cause for any excitement I was raised
to accept (or reject) a person on the
basis of his merits, not on his
abundance (or lack) of skin pigment
From my vantage point, I grew up in
environments (educational and
otherwise) in which I was accepted for
who I was, for my personality and
capabilities; environments in which I
was encouraged to grow, mature, and
learn. Perhaps it isn't a typical
experience for a black student at
Wooster, but it taught me to look
beneath the surface before passing
judgment on a person.
Most of my friends happen to be
white, but this is A) trivial, and B) to
be expected, given by home
neighborhood and the schools (Wooster
included) which I have attended: the
percentage of white students is higher,
ergo, the percentage of white friends
would probably be higher, too. I say
that this is trivial because I am
discussing friendships and interpersonal
relationships on the smaller scale.
Granted, on the big scale one must deal
with the issues of racial inequality and
South African apartheid, but when
dealing with personal friendships and
things on that scale, the issue of racial
background has no place! If one is
totally concerned with the color of a
person's skin , it is shamefully easy to
miss altogether the person within that
skin.
I have two things to say. First to
the BSA and the staff of Harambee
Speaks: If the response to 'Color
Blinds"s question had been written this
way by a white person, it is highly
likely that the black community would
be apoplectic with indignation and
anger, and would have written Letters
to the Editor demanding an apology --
both to the individual and to the
community. Because I am certain mat
this would be the the case, I feel
justified in calling .for a public
apology form the staff of Harambee
Speaks 'Color Blind and to the entire
College of Wooster community for this
appalling display of overt racism
which goes completely against College
policy, and which is beneath both our
contempt and our dignity.
Finally, to 'Color Blind': It's true,
you will never be able to be white, but
mat should be of no great concern to
you. In the long run, race does not
TTArtE. AUSTIN tfWBS,
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Alex Helander and John Taylor
Columnists, The Wooster Voice
Well, this is a good weekend to
catch up on all that work you've
blown off 'cause mere just ain't much
going on. Sr.'s and Jr.'s this is a good
weekend to get some LS. done and no
longer be the cause of your advisors
ill-dispositi-
ons. It's weekends like this
mat you wish khabods were open!
Naturally there are --those of you
that lack the inclination to get down to
work, so here are some alternative
suggestions. Walk into the Sorcerers
Bar downtown in penny loafers and a
pink oxford shirt; ask for a gin and
tonic and complain about the
motorcycles you knocked over on your
way in. Stroll into an E.K.O. pledge
party or Ichabod's for that matter,
impersonating John Taylor and Alex
Helander. Attempt to walk through
Bissman while making fun of the
football teams final record. Throw a
forty kegger at Copelands. Sign up for
the Miller's Pond fishing trip. Duck
hunting and white water rafting
included free of charge. Check out the
Amish motorized buggy races today
and tommorow in Applecreek. Or
perhaps just try the Ol "banana in the
'tail pipe trick' with security.
Remember, these are just suggestions
so don't send us your hospital bills if
you get yourself in trouble!
No we aren't going to give a little
blurb about Don McClean. Listen, if
you haven't heard by now that he is
playing here tommorow evening then
you've probably been spending too
much time figuring out solutions to
those math problems of the week.
For those of you who enjoy great
Jazz, McGaw Chapel tonight at 7:30 is
count for all that much. I am neither
proud or ashamed to be a black person;
it is simply an (indisputable fact I
could just as easily have been born
Caucasian or Hispanic. Knowing that I
am a person who is able to love,
laugh, and enjoy life, however, counts
for a lot more with me and with those
whom I am proud and honored to call
my friends. My advice to you , "Color
Blind", for what it's worth, is to learn
to accept yourself for die person you
are. That is your true identity. I wish
you luck. Pamela RHodges
3 -
the place to be. The Wooster Jazz
Ensemble will be performing under
the leadership of Jeff Lindberg in what
should be a great evening. There is no
charge, so come, sit back and relax! If
you don't get enough jazz on Friday
night the Plum Creek Griot Society
Jazz Ensemble under the directorship of
Wendell Logan will be performing
Sunday evening at 7:30 in Mcgaw
ChapeL
Once again the movies are hot
The China Syndrome", and "Harold
and Maude" are featured this weekend
With little else to do you can expect
seats to fill up quickly, to get there
early if you plan on going.
There are few informal small house
and off campus parties so if you are the
type who can smell a happening scene,
follow your nose and youU find them.
Ichabod's won't be open this weekend!
(Darn!-Shucks!..-
Gee Wfflickers!) This
may cause a minority of C.O.W.
students to end up walking around
aimlessly on Friday and Saturday
nights. Actually. for those of you mat
don't already know, khabods will be
changing its hours to 11:00-3:0- 0.
Perhaps this is a step in me right
direction in getting Ich's back on its
feet
Security keep an eye on your tail
pipes and everyone have nice
weekend! Thank you for the reader
response maiL Inside scoop, fish for
dinner tonight
Dance
Continued from page 1
carry away an image or feeling from
our performance."
Tickets are required and may be ,
purchased at the FreodlanfW Box office.
Price for general admission is $4.00.
Admission is free to College of
Wooster students. Any remaining
tickets will be sold at the door the
night of the performances. For more
information on the dance conceit, call
(216)263-224- 1.
THE WrifSV. .
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Late Night
Musings
By Graham Rayman
The following is a direct and unabashed
swipe at Ronald Reagan, so please do
not take it any other way. If you do . .
. boy, oh boy. will there be trouble!
Believe it or not, our President has
support among America's poor, albeit a
small percentage of them. The Idle
Poor, as they deign to call themselves,
have come forward as yet another elite
group that enjoys saying, "Hey, we're
for Ronnie all the way, babe!'' This is
a slice of their life.
Molly Haverford always rises at 9:30
a.m. She lies in a quasi-romant- ic
pose, viewing her mattress's fleas with
a wan and loving look. Precisely at
10:00 ajn. she saunters into the
dayroom for a self-prepar-ed breakfast of
frozen orange juice and toast, two of
her favorite delicacies. Sated, she
wanders back and forth through the
tastefully bare, three-roo- m mansion,
surveying her lot in life with a
contented air. She always tells her
neighbors that the crumbling masonry
and leaky ceiling are part of a new and
radical movement in interior
decorating.
Mike Haverford, the light of her life,
does not have to work. Once a week,
he gets a check from one of the biggest
corporations in America, the United
States government. As Mike is fond
of saying, "It is such an awful chore to
find work. Why do it when they pay
you not to? We are people of leisure
and proud of it." To him, the
President is correct when he calls poor-peopl- e
"welfare cheaters." The phrase
is simply wrong. The Haverfords and
. families like them prefer the term "idle
poor." In fact, they live so well on
these checks that they even give some
of it back to the government. "You
know, to help them out," says Molly.
Mike usually comes home at about six
after strolling the streets all day.
Along the way he stops in at every
business solely to gloat. He maintains
that it is only a coincidence that each
one is looking for employees. By
seven, he is reclining gracefully on his
easy stool, watching the news on his
beautiful, monophonic, ten-inc- h,
hand-controll- ed television. He always
pays close attention to the lottery,
racing results, and the stock market
reports. Idle Poor enjoy these games
of chance. Without them, they would
die of boredom.
Their son, Charles, is a handsome
, well-bui- lt young man, who has a job.
His parents will never tell you,
though. It is the scandal of the
community. He works at a
construction site, gophering and lifting
heavy things. "I hear he even has
callouses," the neighbors often
whisper. His parents maintain that he
is volunteering only to stay in shape
during the off-seaso- n. It would be
social suicide to let on anything else.
If the truth ever got out, Mike and
Molly would be ostracized, or "shut
up," as the common phrase goes. As a
Review: Woo Symphony
Ted Silverman
Music critic .
The Wooster Voice
Sunday evening's performance by the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra was an
impressive display of technical
virtuosity by instrumentalists from the
area and college community. The
professional caliber of mis performance
was made evident by the well balanced
tonality of the entire orchestra. The
acoustics of McGaw are by no means
suited to the tender intricacies of
symphonic music, but the ensemble
handled the task with surprising
sensitivity. Music Director, Jeffrey
Lindberg conducted the unit with
admirable authority. He guided the
dynamics and tonality of the sixty-od- d
musicians with the ease and direction
of more world renowned orchestral
conductors.
The evening's first selection was
social outcast, all you can do is sit
inside and feast twice a day on
underdone, tiny portions of American
urban delicacies. But for now, the
Haverfords are doing fine.
I went back to the Haverfords
building just recently, and asked Mike
how he was doing.
"Oh, I'm fine, just fine. Charles has
decided to quit that awful thing at
the dare I say it construction yard.
Molly is saving for a new car, using
food stamps of course. She should
have it by next week. And that
wonderful President of ours has finally
recognized us for what we are: fine
members of an elite group. We have
political clout. How .else do you think
we exist? People say we are
skimming off the government, and by
God, they're right!"
I said my goodbyes and left,
wondering if the Idle Poor would ever
be totally accepted.
"Concert Overture", a world debut
performance composed by Wooster!
own Dr. Jack Gallagher. This piece
explored the entire instrumental range
of the symphony orchestra. It
commenced with an ethereal tonality
phrased by the strings and woodwind
sections of the orchestra. The dynamic
ability of the orchestra was best
expressed by the subtle build up of
tension leading to a climax and then
refrain of the earlier subdued theme.
Dr. Gallagher's composition was
aesthetically pleasing both in its
tonality and dynamic range.
The second piece performed was
Franz Joseph Haydn's "Symphony No.
104 in D major." This lengthy
symphony in four movements
expressed a varied array of moods and
rhythms that complemented and
contrasted itself throughout its
rendering. The most intriguing
movement of the four part piece was
the third; "Minuet-Tri- o (Allegro) that
projected a rhythmically complex yet
memorable melody. All together it
was quite sensitively rendered.
Following a short intermission the
evenings best performance took place.
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikovsky's,
"Variations on a Rococo Theme, Opus
33" was given a mesmerizing workout
by the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
This rendering of the Russian master's
unique composition featured visiting
cellist. Miss Eliana Mendoza from the
country of Chile (Via New York City).
A classical performer since the age of
four. Miss Mendoza has been awarded
honors too numerous to mention, and
has played with a number of nationally
acclaimed symphony orchestras.
Tschaikovsky wrote this piece to
highlight "the specific characteristics of
Continued on Page S
cfou, evie invited to cU&cu4&
THE MICHIGAN MBA
Monday, November 17
Judith Goodman
Director of Admissions
Appointments may be scheduled at
Career Planning and Placement
SGA Cabinet
Election Results
The November II,
1986 results are in, and here are the
newly elected members of the Student
Government Association Cabinet:
Vice-Preside- nt: Cornell Carter
Secretary: Karen Young
Treasurer: Gregg Bevensee
Public Relations Committee Chain
Mandy Langley
Student Services and Special Projects
Chain DuanePeek
Financial Affairs Committee Chain
AshaPandya
Social Concerns Committee Chain
SandeepBhatia -
Their term of office will begin the
second semester of this year (after
Christmas Break).
r
According to the current SGA
Constitution, if mere are four or more
candidates running for the same
position, one of the candidates must
receive at least 50 of the total vote m
order to be declared the winner! If not,
there is a run-of-f election between the
top three candidates. Such is the case
for the President position. Therun-off-l
election will take place on Tuesday,
November 18 at Lowry and Kittredge
during dinner hours, and die candidates
are:
Pete Bradford
Sarah Kotchen
Julie Rice
Please vote responsibly because SGA
represents you.
Provided by SGA
Travel field position immediately available. .
Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel,
and other benefits. Call Bin Ryan (toll free)
1 -8- 00-433-7747 for a complete information mailer.
This holiday season,
get the'TOte Stuff'
at the rightprice.
Now you an gel the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
'ucimoih' personal computer, and all the
Tile extras.
call it the Macintosh --Whit Stuff '
hutxte You'H oil a a great deal' Because
alien tui bin' a Uauimnsh "Write Stuff'
bundle before January 9. 1987. you'll receive
a bundle of exlr.5 ami saw $250.
Not onK ill you get you choice of a
Macintosh 5I2K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus. yeu'U also get an Image Writer II
primer, the perfect solution tor producing
near Vtier-oualit- y ler--n ropers nr reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
tikisiraliora
Plus, you II gr Madia? Unng.
the premier spelling checker con-
taining an 80.000 ord dictionary
ith options (or
thesaurus, medical r legal diclnnaries
Tbcether with your favorUe Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the dearest most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out And
turned In on lime.
Whali more, there's J Macnaosh
Support U filled nth valuable accesroies
and computer care products from 3M.
Complete with aU the thmgs sou need to
keep your Macintosh running long afler
you've graduated.
Id us stiow you how k get through
collent better, faster, and smarter. Stop Hi
and see us mr more information. -
3
Academic Computing Services Consulting Office
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the cello ...and to display the fullrange
of the instrument and the virtuoso
ability of the soloist." Miss Mendoza's
rendering certainly fullfilled this
prophecy. Her cello in it's own right
possessed uncanny dynamic range and
projection. Her fluid multi-octav- e runs
all over the finger board were
performed with extreme sensitivity,
complex articulation and polish. It
would be safe to assume that mis artist
will someday achieve international
acclaim and recognition.
The final composition of the evening
was Modest Mussorgsky's, "Night on
Bald Mountain." This is a classically
orchestrated tone poem familiar to even
the unknowledgable. Most would be
familiar with it from Walt Disney's
animated classic, "Fantasia." The
Wooster Symphony once again
displayed a knack for sensitive
dynamics in its rendering of this
explosive yet somber piece of musk.
Each member of the orchestral family
was well represented by this unit. The
strings acted as the spinal foundation
for the melodic noodlings of the
woodwind section. The brass provided
solid backing as did the multi-timber-ed
percussion ensemble. The Wooster
Symphony Orchestra provided an
intriguing musical experience with
dynamic flash and melodic beauty for
the casual observer. Attendance at the
next symphony performance comes
highly recommended.
Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 2
States against Nicaraguan Sandinista
government. President Reagan might
wish to make such a declaration, but he
cannot do this without the approval of
Congress. The power to declare war is,
in fact, one of those granted to
Congress by the Constitution ( Article
One, Section Eight). The President,
therefore, must choose his words very
carefully when he talks about the
invlovement of the Federal
Government in Nicaragua.
Furthermore, he must make sure that
his administration does not overstep
those bounds set Congressional
legislation. Many people believe that
the CLA in supplying a private
group with military equipment, has
already overstepped those bounds. That
is why administration officials have
tried to convince us that neither they
nor the GLA. has directly supported
the mission of Eugene Hausenf as and
his associates.
Eric P. Jacobsen
Box 1920
Dear Editor;
I was glad to see mat ten Malaysian
students responded in two week's issue
of the paper to my previous ISA
article. The article was not meant to
cause any offense, although it
obviously did, or to single out any
specific ethnic group. I merely tried to
INN
express one point of view that had
been brought to my attention and tried
to illuminate my point through
creating exaggerations, which do not
seem to have been taken as such. In
any case, I am in full agreement with
their response that my article merely
expressed one narrow-minde- d
viewpoint. Frequently, there are
3
ii
cultural reasons why people engage in
activities in the way mat they do. and
there are many different reasons for
why students choose to study here.
PatBauerle
Representation from the GraduateProfessionalColleges in:
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Conservatory of Music
Design, Art, Architecture & Planning
Engineering
Law
Will be visiting campus
Thursday, November 20
.
11:00 am-2:0- 0 pm
Lowry Center
Lobby Area .
Weather
Skies will be partly to mostly sunny today and it will be
breezy with a high of only 29 to 34. Tonight promises to
be mostly clear and not quite as cold with a low of 22 to
27. Warmer temperatures can be expected over the weekend.
Skies will be partly to mostly cloudy on Saturday and
Sunday with highs reaching 45 to 50 on Saturday and the 51
to 56 range on Sunday. Lows both mornings will be in the
33 to 38 range. There will be a chance of scattered
showers developing Saturday night and Sunday. TRIVIA t
During this week, 24 people have perished nationwide
due to frigid temperatures and winter storms.
THE
UNIVERSITY OF
CINCINNATI
tit a- -
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Chemical Society to pursue study in
the "Paleoenvironmental history of
macroinvertebrates assemblages in the
post-Paleozoi- c"
u loam
Men's Cross Country To Set Sights On Nationals
By David Dean
The sucess of the men's cross
country team can be summed up in one
word: unbelieveable. While few would
have doubted any pre-seas- on
expectations, the individual most
'pleasantly" suprised was Head Coach
Jim Bean. Retiring after fifteen years of
coaching men's cross country he
commented on the sucess of this years
program. "In all the years of coaching
cross country this team is without a
doubt the best. They work well
together as a unit, they run with ease
and yet with intensity and most of all,
they enjoy running. The only
dissapointing thing about mis season
is that I won't get to see them next
year." Bean was honored for his fifteen
years of coaching two weeks ago at the
North Coast Athletic Conference Cross
Country Championships at Allegheny
College in Meadville. Shorty after a
brief speech by Ohio Wesleyan Head
Coach MarvFrye, Bean was picked up
and whisked away by the squad.
Memories to be cherished.
Overall the 1986 cross country
season was marked by great
accomplishments, expectations
exceeded and hopes made into reality.
During the hot and muggy days of
early September The College of
Wooster had the unique opportunity to
host the Case Western Reserve
Invitational. Due to a Peace March and
a high school meet at two separate
locations Case accepted the invitation
to host its invitational at Wooster.
Wooster ran away with a strong second
place finish while Case, as usual, won
the invitational but strong showings
from junior NCAC champion Todd
Fach and All-Conferen- ce Co-capta-in
Men to compete at GLCA Division III Reglonals at Hope
College
Fighting Scots Conclude
by Pat Schmitz
The College of Wooster Fighting
Scots concluded their second rebuilding
season by posting their best record in
six years, finishing up with a final
mark of 4 wins and 5 losses. The final
record represented an increase of one
victory over a 3-- 6 mark mat Coach
Bob Tucker posted in his first year at
.
Wooster. On the optimistic side of
things, wins and losses cannot tell the
whole story of the team's progress in
two short years.
The Scots opened the season on a
difficult note, bowing to Division HI
powerhouse Ml Union by a score of
38--7. Wooster was able to hold the
Purple Raiders to only 14 first half
points before things went out of
control late in the third quarter. .
One week late, Wooster played their
first conference game of the season,
hosting the Lords of Kenyon. In a hard
Paul Fleming sent a message loud and
clear to Case; don't assume you have
the NCAC all wrapped up.
Wooster avenged its second place
standing before a crowd at the
Wiffletree Country Club as they
squeeked past National powerhouse
Hope College to win the Greater Lakes
Collegiate Association Cross Country
Invitational. Wooster's 49 point
accumulation showed the GLCA that
Wooster was the best team in the
GLCA and for the men it was the first
time since 1973 that The College of
Wooster had claimed the elusive titles
once again. The next week Wooster
surprised even itself as they won their
very own Wooster Invitational just
sliding by OAC powerhouse Otterbein
College. The score of 63 points by
Wooster and 64 by Otterbein was to be
the source of intense competition later
in the season.
On October 4th the men travelled to
the rain soaked Angola, Indiana to run
the Tri-Sta- te Invitational. Much to
everyone's surprise what was originally
supposed to be a race on the beautiful
Zoeller Golf course turned into a road
race nightmare. Making the best of a
terrible situation the Wooster Scots
easily crushed Nationally ranked Case
Western Reserve University and
finished 4th out of 22 teams, aside
from the train that stopped the last half
of the pack everyone came out smiling
when hats, free at that, were awarded.
The meet all Ohio schools look
forward to was held at Ohio Wesleyan
University. The All-Oh- io which
featured every Division I, H, and HI
school in Ohio was nothing short of its
reputation. Miami Of Ohio and
fought battle, a blocked punt that the
Scots' special teams converted into a
touchdown, made the difference as
Wooster prevailed 17-1- 5. The
following Saturday, the team rolled on,
beating Ohio Wesleyan. 16--6. The
victory was the first on me road for me
Scots since 1983, and gave Wooster a
2-- 1 record, their best start since 1981.
Allegheny was Wooster's Homecoming
rival for 1986. In one of the lower
points of the season, the Scots played
mistake prone football, and saw a 7-- 0
lead dimmish into a 16-- 7 loss. Any
hopes of an upset bid for the conference
championship were dashed on that
sunny October afternoon.
From mat point, Wooster rebounded
to win a second game on the road,
subduing John Carroll by a final score
of 15-1- 4. Don Matthews, the Scots'
sophomore quarterback, had his peak
game of the season, completing 28
Bowling Green tied for first but what
concerned the Scots was their finish in
the college division. After the tags and
results were in the Wooster Scots
performed admirably but not to their
capabilities. Finishing 8th out of 24
teams in the college division with a
score of 200 points no one was
satisfied. Even more dissapointing was
the OICC ( Ohio Intercollegiate Cross
Country Division) finish of 13th out of
37th teams. "We spent a good portion
of the week prior to All-Oh- io doing
some intense speedwork. I wasn't
surprised that some of the men felt
tired."
The next week the men headed up to
Kent State University where they
finished 2nd out of 8 teams. Case
Western won the meet but not without
a surprise. Common favorite Vince
Van Burick of Case was dealt a severe
blow when NCAC Champion Todd
Fach pulled away from Van Burick the
last 800 meters of the race to win the
individual crown. Fach also set a new
course record, previously held by
Marcel Stephens, of 26:03 for the
rolling 8,000 meter course.
Colds and exhaustion plagued the
Scots after Kent so Bean took four of
his top seven out for a week with the
hope that rest and relaxation would
prepare them for Conference. The Scots
went into the Otterbein Invitational
with their defenses down. What would
have been a hotly contested battle
between Wooster and Otterbein turned
into carnage. Otterbein, led by Tom
Schnurr blew the entire field away.
Wooster picked up the scrap and licked
their wounds and finished fourth out of
6 teams. "As far as I was concerned
Season With
passes for over 250 yards. One weeek
later, Wooster hosted Denison
University. In what was billed as a
grudge match in return for last year's
63-2- 1 thrashing of the Scots, Wooster
was in contention throughout the
game. The Big Red was hampered by
the absence of their trading offensive
threat, Chris Spriggs. while Wooster
missed Matthews for much of the
second half due to a knee injury.
Matthews hobbled off the bench to lead
the team down the field for a final
chance to knot the score, but a fourth
down pass fell incomplete at the
Denison 15 with less than a minute
and a half remaining on the dock.
The Scots also played their hearts
out against last year's conference
champion. Case Western Reserve, the
following Saturday. Attempts to
onvercome last season's humiliating
37--0 defeat fell short, as Case converted
this meet was purely experiemtaL I
wanted those guys to rest before
Conference," commented Bean.
Then came the "Big One." The race
the men had spents weeks and weeks
preparing for. The North Coast
Athletic Conference Championship,
held at Allegheny College, tested two
powerhouses. Case and Wooster, to a
duel to see who would claim the
NCAC top crown. The course was
rolling and Wooster had good
placement but it was the depth of Case
that triumphed over the Scots once
again. Case, ranked ninth nationally,
won the meet with 29 points while the
Scots pulled a strong second with 54
points. There were some surprises and
dissapointments as well. Junior Scott
Mellor. through the course of the race,
suffered severe stress in his leg and
was diagnosed later with a broken
ankle. Todd Fach, the winner of the
NCAC crown in 1984 reclaimed his
title once again by dominating the race
from the very beginning. Pushing the
pace from the start Fach covered the
8,000 meter course in 26:01. Senior
Co-capta- in Paul Fleming garnered
himself once again with
All-Confere-
nce honors by finishing
seventh overall. And for the first time
since the inaugeration of the NCAC
three school from the NCAC won
berths to Regionals ( Case, Wooster
and Denison).
Nothing but nothing can diminish
the 1986 season in the mind of Head
Coach Jim Bean and his squad. Some
of the member s can remember times
when Wooster was the doormat for
other schools and when a 13th place
out of 14 teams was a sucess. Those
Best Record
three Don Matthews interceptions into
points, and prevailed 17-- 0.
The final two games of the season
represented the highs and lows of the
entire year for Wooster. Against the
University of Rochester at home on
November 11, the Scots ruined any
chance of compiling a winning record
by dropping another mistake filled
game, 16--3. The victory for the
Yellow Jackets was their first in over a
year. In the final contest of the season,
however, Wooster showed its character
by downing Oberlin College for its
third road win of the season, 8--3. The
special teams blocked their seoend punt
of the season, and Dave Baka added two
field goals, as the Scots finished the
season with a 3-- 3 record in the North
Coast Athletic Conference.
Wooster will bid farewell to a
number of fine senior players,
including starters Bob TulL Rocky
days are gone forever and for much of
the team just a faded memory of the
way things used to be. Although the
men's team was never ranked nationally
their dominace and mental toughness
have proven them more than worthy of
national attention. Dedication, team
! unity and and a love for the sport have
! characterized a team whose dynasty is
ijust beginning. On behalf of The
Wooster Voice we send our best wishes
and good luck to the men as they head
up to Hope College for the GLCA
Mvision TH Regional Championships.
Head Coach: Jim Bean
Team Record: 105-2- 1
Results:
Case Invitational 2nd (41pts.)
GLCA Invitational 1st (49pts.)
Wooster Invitational 1st (63pts.)
Tri-Sta-te invitational 4th (158pts.)
All-Oh- io 8th (200pts
Kent State Invitational 2nd. (47pts.)
Otterbein Invitational 4th (82 pts.)
NCAC Championships 2nd (54pts.)
NCAA Regionals ?
Class of 1987:
David Brandt
David Dean
Paul Fleming, Co-Capt- ain
Robert Jones
Abe Springer, Co-Capta- in
Gene Toy
Tim Peoples
PeteRagone
Mark Garrett
Vance Russell
Since 1980
Zazarro. Paul Savage, Job. Papp, Kirk
Smith, Dave Baka. and Chuck
Haggerty. They will leave behind a
program that is much improved over
what it was when they were
sophomores. The defense and special
teams, which preformed well
throughout the season, will remain in
tact for next year, while the offense, .
which was hot and cold, will be
plaqued by the Iocs of three starting
offensive linemen. Fortunately, the
Scots will have the services of Pat
McKenna. Jeff Sullivan, Dave
Muschweck, Tony Harris. Chris
Gallagher, Jon Bulkley, Don
Matthews, Roy Reese, and Tom
Kincaid in 1987. Fans can expect a
bright future for the football program
at The College of Wooster. a team
which was on death's door only two
short years ago.
Shiltsy
Going Nowhere Fast
by Chris Shifts
Oh, give me a home...Wooster, Wooster, Wooster - doesn't this word ring
true with all you home-sic- k birds? Well, it does to me. It's snowing -- 1 hate
snow. Only skiers don't hate snow. I don't snow, I mean ski -- but snow causes,
me to reflect... "
WHAT WOOSTER NEEDS (part I) "
Well, we don't need a music building. People can sing and play their
instruments anywhere - ever see a one man band? They're just now putting up
the walls so its not too late to rip them down and build an. YES!., an indoor
track - so indoor track people don't get cold or hit by cars (music people can stay
inside, they're smarter), to keep the track people out of the way of the baseball
team ( Yes, it's that time of year again) the basketball teams, the swimmers, the
raquetball players, the tennis players, the jazzersizer people, everybody and
everybody else. Give to the poor - give the track people a home.
WHAT WOOSTER NEEDS (part H) or SfflLTSVS DREAM
An outdoor pool, equipped with sand, concrete, lifeguards, water - for
recreational uses in the spring. An ice rink - winter use: more recreation for a
guy to take his best gal; for organized hockey games a) for clubs, b) intramural
use, and c) if we really push it, we can build bleachers (personal break -- 1 did
this once for the PGA in Birmingham, Mi, it's not that tough!) and watch a
varsity ice hockey team. This may disrupt the NCAC honorary code, but don't
we all love hockey. Yes fans, "aggresive hockey is back in Wooster," or "I
went to a Wooster fight and a hockey game broke out" - we could yell all those
stupid unorigional slogans all we wanted. And we'd have fun.
Speaking of varsity, what ever happened to our wrestling team. Please come
home, we miss you. We've got the space. Uncle Woo needs you.
WHAT WOOSTER NEEDS (part HI) or THE BITTER END
A rival. Fans, we need a rival. Yeah, the football team hates Denison and
Case, the soccer team hates OWU, the field hockey team maybe hates Denison,
the women's soccer team probably hates everyone. We all used to hate Oberlin.
I don't know, maybe its me. Don't you feel better when there is one school mat
our school is out to get in every sport. That one rival you beat which makes a
6-1- 37 record seem okay. Like Michigan and Ohio State - they hate each other
and they're still living to talk about it. So who is it fans? What is the one
school we all detest the most, the one school we always love to beat, the
championship game within a season. I am now presenting the "adopt a rival"
campaign. Send your vote to box 2716 stating the school you want most to be
your rival. This isn't just for atheletes, now. Anybody can join. I'm serious .
When we determine an arch-riv- al I will notify that schools authority. Maybe
they'll accept us as their rival
My line is still open for the Spike Owen Fan Club TOTAL COUNT: 0
Shiltsy going nowhere fast is the name of my column. Don't worry, you're not
watching a rerun.
THE END
Women's Cross Country
To Compete at
Regionals
by Becky Pickett
Two weekends ago, the women's
cross country team competed in the
NCAC conference championship meet
taking third place behind the defending
champions, Allegheny College and
runner-u- p Kenyon. By finishing in
third place, the Scotties qualified for
the regional meet to be held tomorrow
at Hope College in Michigan. :
IfH'"g the way for Wooster was
Katie Keller who finished in 9th place,
. narrowly missing All-Conferen- ce
' honors. Close behind were Robyn --
Sommer and Becky Pickett , placing
11th and 12th respectively. Running
her best race of the season was senior
Pat Baurle who finished in 26th place.
Stephanie Scierka making a valiant
comeback after a weeklong bout with
the flu placed 27th. Rounding out the
rest of the squad were Janette Host and
Inger Harbo.
Today the Scotties take to the road
and travel up to Michigan where they
will compete in the Regional meet on
Saturday. The team will be racing
against the top 11 teams in the region
while battling against cold winds and
snow. Wooster will attempt to cap off
their demanding season with a fine
showing at the most important meet of
the year for mem. As senior Becky
Pickett noted, "Nothing has come easy
for us mis year, but with a little bit of
luck we just might surprise some
people."
Field Hockey Team
National Playoff
By Bob Murphy .
The College of Wooster women's
field hockey team finished their season
this weekend in Salem, Massachusetts
at the first round of NCAA Nationals.
This season saw the Scots go 13-- 5
overall, dominating the NCAC for the
final part of the season, becoming both
Ohio State Champions and Great
Lakes Region Champions.
The Scots flew to the Boston area on
Thursday, November 6 for a game on
Friday against Bently College, ranked
4th in NCAA Division HI. The first
round of Nationals is a single
elimination tournament in which only
the first place winner advances to the
final four competition. Thus, for the
Scots', life was on the line on a very
chilly Friday when they faced Bently.
Going into the game, Wooster coach
Sheilla Noonan had known that Bently
was a very aggressive team on offense,
pitted against her team which was more
defense orientated. This turned out to
be more than true as Bently certainly
had by far the most aggressive offense
the Scots faced all year. For the first
25 minutes of the game, Wooster
managed to hold off a Benlty goal,
thanks in no small part to the excellent
performance of junior goal keeper Sarah
Men's Soccer Eliminated
During First Round Of
NCAA Action
by Tad Mason
The College of Wooster Men's
Soccer team enjoyed one of its most
successful seasons by advancing to
NCAA regional play for the first time
in nine years. Unfortunately for the
team, they were not able to make it
past their first game, losing 3-- 2 to a
tough Wheaton team.
Wooster entered the game as decided
underdogs, rated 16th in the nation to
Wheaton's 8th, but the Scots play in
the first half gave notice to everyone
watching that Wooster was just as
good as Wheaton. Wooster totally
dominatedthefirsthalf of thegameas
they took a 2-- 1 lead. Chuck Crawford '
scored both goals for the team. As in
previous games, the Scots missed
many scoring opportunities that could
have put the game away early, but
Wheaton hung tough and found itself
trailing by only one goal despite
Wooster's excellent play. As the
second half began, it became apparent
that Wheaton would not give up, but
the Scots still were able to hold off
Wheaton until there were just five
minutes left in the game when
' Heath, who had a total of 25 saves
throughout the game. However, the
Bendy pressure paid off with one goal,
followed quickly by another just before
the first half ended. The second half
turned out no better for the Scots, as
Bently scored two more unanswered
goals to end the game 4-- 0.
The Scots never could get their
game going against the strong Bently
team, and they were not helped by poor
refereeing during the match. Wooster
managed only five shots on goal,
compared to 38 for their opponents; the
Scot offense just never really got
underway. Junior Amy Johnson is to
be congratulated for being the team
member who at no point ever let up
from trying to steal the ball from
Bently and take the Scots' offense
upfield. If nothing else, the Bently
team offered the Scots a good role
model for the kind of aggressive,
offense-orientate- d team Coach Noonan
says she hopes to continue moving the
Scots toward. Indeed, the speed of the
Bendy team was such that the game
occasionally resmebled ice hockey.
The other problem of the game, as
mentioned earlier, was the job done by
the referees, who called a very loose
Wheaton tied it up. The regulation
time ended with Wooster tied at 2-- 2,
meaning a 20 minute overtime period!
In the first ten minute period, neither!
team scored, but early in the second
overtime period, Wheaton was able to
go ahead 3-- 2. Wooster came back and
had several opportunites to score, but
was unable to do so and wound up
losing me game.
Despite the. loss, this years team
will go down in Wooster history as
one of the., best ever. Several new
individual and team records were set by
perhaps the youngest team ever at the
college. The team tied a school record
for wins with 14 and broke the old
record of shutouts of 8 by one. An
interesting item that should not go
unnoticed was that despite the relative
youth on the team, they did not suffer a
loss on the road this year, showing the
team's maturity beyond its years.
. With most of the team returning for
next season, the outlook for mem is
bright. Another invitation to
post-seas- on play should be well within
reach for mis promising young team.
In
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game at best. Even discounting die fact
that East Coast games are allowed to be
more physical than in the tireat Lakes
area, the refs seemed to have no interest
; in calling any sort of game after it
seemed that Wooster would not be abk
to come back to win. Lofted balls
were almost never being called by the
end of the game, and Bendy s second
goal should, in all liklihood. have been
disqualified because of obstruction on
their part.
As expected, Bently went on to win
the whole tournament on Saturday,
beating Ithica College 2-- 1 in the rain.
Weather played an important role in
this game, slowing down the Bendy
offense greatly. Ithica College had
narrowly defeated Salem State College
the day before, Salem State being a
team that narrowly beat Wooster in
double overtime early in the 1986
season.
At any rate, the Scots had another
outstanding season under Noonan, and
we at the Voice would like to
congratulate seniors Kate Koehler, Lisa
.
Blackadar, Margaret Beebe, and Ellen '
Wright for their outstanding leadership
and performance for the Scots
throughout the year.
Intramural
Action
The Following activities will be
starting soon:
Co-E- d Basketball Dec 1, 1986
Bowling League Dec 1, 1986
Billiards Tournament ASAPi ,
Once again The College of Wooster
has enjoyed a collection of competitive
action. Already this semester we have
.
crowned a Softball champ for the 1986
fall season. The Bathroom Window
team won the championship in a hard
fought struggle with die Omegas.
The 1986 football season is currently
underway and has provided for even
competition with all but a couple of
teams in die hunt for a play off spot,
The Krappers have been a strong ,
contender with three strong wins. The
regular season will be winding down m
the next week and playoffs will begin
afterward. The top four teams will be
eligible for playoff competition.
The 1986-8- 7 basketball season will
get underway tenatively on Dee. 1st.
Please submit roster as soon as
possible. Again, three leagues will
make up this years playing car4v One
"A" and two "B". The rosters will be
accepted m Box 1459.
. .
Also, the department win be
accepting rosters for bowling and
billiards for upcoming competition
daring next semester. Anyone
interested in becoming involved in
.
Intramurals as a student director for
next year please contact Craig Penney
of the PEC, or Patrick Donegaa of
2698 or 1459. Thank Yon
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Plumb Creek JazzFINAL EXAM By News Services
Q.43
Where can The College of Wooster students
receive a free Quart of yMSj for every
purchase over $ 10.00 ?
Lowry center
Kitteridge dining hall
&f 0 A & D Foodarama
fo Foodarama 629 Beall Avenue
Must present student I.D.
Sale effective Nov 14th - Dec 14th, 1986
It has been said that only three
cultural phenomena are uniquely
American: baseball, the American
cowboy of the old west, and jazz.
Since the turn of the century the latter
has lit New Orleans. Chicago and all
the cities, towns and hamlets in
between.
On November 16 The Plumb Creek
Groit Society, a jazz ensemble directed
by Wendell Logan, will perform in
McCaw Chapel at 730 p.ra, oa The
College of Wooster campus. The
performance is part of the 19S6
Wooster Forum series. Individualism
and Community: The Private Self and
The Public Good."
The performance is open to the
public free of charge.
The ensemble of professional
musicians from the Cleveland area will
feature Logan on trumpet and a variey
of his compositions and arrangements.
"Griot" in the Afro-Americ- an tradition
means "oral historian of die tribe or
storyteller." Consequently, throughout
the performance Logan will comment
on the compositions and arrangements
and the relationship of jazz to the black
cultural heritage.
Logan is professor of music and
coordinator of the program in African
American MusicJazz Studies at the
Oberlin Conservatory. He also teaches
courses in jazz improvisation and
composition. He has performed
numerous concerts overseas, and
recently led the Oberlin Jazz ensemble
in a three-wee- k tour throughout Brazil.
Logan holds a doctorate in music
composition from The University of
Iowa. In 1969-7- 0 Logan worked as an
arranger for the world famous Florida
A&M marching band. He Uught music
theory and composition at Western
Illinois University from 1970-7- 3 and
has taught at the Oberlin Conservatory
for the past thirteen years.
Logan continues to be active as a
composer in both written and
improvised idioms and has created in a
wide variety oi memums, ranging uom
jazz ensembles to symphony
orchestras. His compositions and
arrangements nave oeen paiwuicu
numerous colleges and universities
around the country and abroad. Several
of the compositions and arrangements
have been nationally televised.
In 1973 and 1978 Logan received
grants from the National Endowment
for the Arts for the composerlibrettist
program. As a performer he has played
with numerous rhythm 'n blues and
jazz bands in the south and has
free-lanc- ed on the trumpet in a number
of Midwestern cities. Currently he
performs on bass trumpet with his
own group' and with the Cleveland
based jazz group. Space.
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8 HOLIDAY SPECIALSy Anywhere Greyhound or Participating
U Carriers Travel D
D Maximum One Way Fare ...
.119p
One Way Mileage of pi
ri 601 to 800 miles .Round Trip159 UJ One Way Mileage of J
U 801 or more miles Round Trip$189 rjSenior Citizen
(65 & Older) Save An Additional 10 Q
B OR DU By a Ticket at Regular Price, fl
"Bring a Friend for PRICE
n Travel Expires December 31, 1986 UU BRING THIS AD WITH YOU
RWooster Bus Stationy
. 426 S. Market Street U
n
--
.
swT Wooster, Ohio piH Phone: 262-03- 41 LJLinnnnnnnnnnnnna
PLUS:
For every ticket purchased between Nov. 10 and
Dec.31, receive a very special gift - a coupon good
for one FREE companion ticket when you buy one
regular-price-d ticket between Jan.12 and Mar.31 1987
